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WorldFood Azerbaijan has established itself as the Caspian Region's leading food industry event with 
a history of over 20 years at its venue. Over the years of its existence, WorldFood Azerbaijan has 
proven itself as a reliable platform for annual meetings between experts, and demonstrations of 
equipment, products and services in the food industry. The exhibition provides opportunities to find 
new customers, strengthen existing relationships with business partners and enter new sales 
markets. 

About exhibition 

 



Press Conference 
The official press conference dedicated to the opening of the 23rd Azerbaijan 
International Food Industry Exhibition, WorldFood Azerbaijan 2017, Caspian 
International Exhibition Packaging, Tara, Label and Printing, Ipack Caspian 2017 was 
held in May 16 at Trend News Agency. 

Speakers 
Ilham Guliyev  Deputy Minister of Agriculture of the Republic of 

 Azerbaijan 

Edward Strachan Regional Director of  Ite Group 

Kamran Dashdamirov Project manager of WorldFood Azerbaijan 

Zarina Mamedova Project manager of CaspianAgro 

Official opening ceremony 
At the official opening ceremony were Heydar Asadov - the Minister of Agriculture of 
the Republic of Azerbaijan, Edward Strachan -  Regional Director of  Ite Group, Jiri Sir 
– The Deputy Minister of Agriculture of the Czech Republic.
Significance of the industry and exhibition’s high status and importance is emphasized
by the consecutive annual visit of the President of Azerbaijan Republic, Ilham Aliyev.
For the first time this year, the exhibition was visited by the first Vice President of the
Republic of Azerbaijan - Mehriban Aliyeva.
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EXHIBITORS 

79%  of participants of the exhibition have found new 
customers and have reached agreements on conclusion of 
contracts after the show as the result 

74%  of participants are satisfied with the quality and quantity 
of visitors audience 

91%  of exhibitors consider the exhibitions an important event 
for business development and plan to exhibit at 2018 

General statistics : 

Number of exhibitors  :164 
Countries   :21 
Exhibition area   :2831 sqm. 

Azerbaijan Greece Germany 

Italy India Iran 

Spain Kazakhstan Latvia 

Netherlands UAE Belgium 

Belarus Russia China 

Turkey Mexico Ukraine 

Poland Sri Lanka Slovenia 
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EXHIBITORS’ TESTIMONIALS 

Rovshan Hajiyev, Director of sales and marketing at Balkhoorma (Azerbaijan): 
For us, the exhibition is a unique marketing opportunity  that combines product sales and 
promotional tools. It is important for the exhibition to have a stimulating effect not only on the sale 
of products, but also on the personnel of the company. Here the patriotic feelings of the employees 
towards their company and the level of team cohesion and corporate spirit rises.  

Liviu Cicioc – Apetrei, Vice-president of the Romanian Association of Canned Food 
Producers ROMCONSERV (Rumania): 
We are very glad to be one of the debutants of the WorldFood 2017. We are present in the ranks of 
the exhibitors due to our desire to get to know the Azerbaijani market. I took part in many profile 
exhibitions around the world, and this exhibition is of great interest to me and gives hope for fruitful 
results. 

Evgeniy Konrat, Deputy Director for Export Development at Rahat (Kazakhstan)  
We are not newcomers to the WorldFood Azerbaijan exhibition, and over the years of our participation 
we have acquired reputable partners here Despite the fact that our goods are well known in the local 
market, Rahat again comes out with an exposition in order to strengthen and expand partnership 
relations, to find additional buyers. For this purpose, we treat participants and visitors of the exhibition 
with quality delicious sweets, confectionery products that are based on natural raw materials only.  



Visitors 
Domestic Visitors:  6267 
International visitors: 696 
Total visitors 6963 

Visitor Area of Interest 
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EXHIBITION EVENTS 
Workshop 

See you in 2018 
16-18 May

 
  

This year, for the first time, the Organisers of the exhibition elected to host a meeting with 
exhibitors before the exhibition in the form of a business breakfast.  
During the exhibition, the main issues of stand organisation were touched upon, and a 
presentation of a formula for successful participation at the exhibitions was given. 

Breakfast with benefits 

Evening Gala Reception 

The first day of the WorldFood Azerbaijan exhibition ended 
traditionally with an evening reception for the many participants. 
Foreign and domestic exhibitors took full advantage of the excellent 
opportunity to mingle and relax, while listening to enchanting music 
and indulging themselves in the excellent hospitality provided at the 
Hotel Pulmann Baku.  

For the first time this year, within the framework of the WorldFood Azerbaijan Exhibition, the 
Organisers have created another business platform for exhibitors and visitors-a workshop. 
Participants of the workshop are, on the one hand, foreign manufacturers and suppliers of 
food products and on the other-local distributors. Market players will have a unique 
opportunity to meet with colleagues at the same table and negotiate with several key 
customers over the course of a single day. 
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